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01.Introduction 
 

SPOK is meant to be an innovative e-gaming platform powered by TRON network that aims at making the 

online gambling and betting industry decentralized. 

Today’s gaming market suffers from the crisis of trust between the players and the game organizers. The 

organizers of gambling games and sports betting resort to manipulating the winnings in order to 

maximize their profits. The cases of outright refusal to pay out the winnings have become a frequent 

occurrence. 

Thanks to the DApp market growth, the e-gaming industry can now relies on an innovative e-gaming 

platform that encompasses all the main Blockchain’s cornerstones: Performances, Clearness, Fairness, 

and Profit Redistribution. 

Here SPOK.PARK comes to play: provide a completely new game experience removing all the unpleasant 

procedures of the traditional platforms through a transparent, permission-less and performant e-

gaming platform based on TRON Blockchain. 

 

Join the future of e-gaming platforms at light speed 

 

02.Prospects 
 

According to a report of the British research center, Juniper Research, the total betting volume in online 

gambling will reach $1 trillion by 2022 on the world scale. In 2018 the betting volume will reach $700 

billion and the number of players will double and reach the mark of 684 million persons. 

Experts point out that the increase in the market size is directly connected with the development of digital 

technologies and the increase of players' trust towards online casinos. The Blockchain technology offers 

big opportunities for the development of the online gambling industry. Already now cryptocurrency 

gambling is a global market with the capitalization of about $30 billion and the annual growth of 10%. 
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03.The SPOK.PARK Platform 
 

In spite of the significant growth of the online gambling industry, early issues that made some countries to 

accept, and the others to reject the idea of online gambling, still lurk within. These have, over time, formed to 

become a major problem faced by the industry. Some of them are highlighted below.  

Illegal tax avoidance: This is one reason some countries reject online gambling, especially in those which 
lack the mechanism to monitor or are unwilling to check the activities of the online gambling industry.  

Player discernment : This is another issue that lurks within the online gambling system. Player 
discernment occurs mostly in games that are played from remote locations. A player, playing a game with 
another player that he does not see, may doubt if he is playing with a real human.  

Security : This is a significant part of the numerous challenges faced by the online gambling industry. 
Traditional online gambling service providers operate through a centralized network of computers. The 
primary issue with this method is this: whenever there is any system hacking incident, the user will lose 
their money including information relating to bank account details and other confidential information 

Trust : The online gambling industry functions through code generated from a close-source system. A 
group of developers can change such code within the system. Reasons such as these become expressly 
visible for games like poker, where both parties initiate and play games remotely makes the issue of trust 
a significant one in online gambling. Payment: Deposit and Withdrawal are always a big problem for 
players. Payment issues have been long-standing problems with online gambling due to legislation put 
on a very low transfer and deposit limit on fiat cards.  

Slowness: The possible steps in the traditional online gambling systems are numerous because 
traditional online gambling service providers are desperately interested in getting as much information 
about players with less focus about the game per se. They are compelled to do this with the intention of 
protecting their system against unlawful intruders. This is not so with SPOK.PARK system that deployed 
the Blockchain technology through a smart contract with participants.  

Unreliability: There are cases where the game host server shuts down and then the player would have to 
be left at the mercy of the host because he would have to embark on a rigorous process of ensuring a 
refund of his game. But with the SPOK.PARK system, from the point where you choose your game, to the 
point of payment, are all based on smart contract powered by the Blockchain technology. Hence in the 
occurrence of server issues, players would not have to be left fending for themselves. 

The SPOK.PARK team introduces a platform that is trustless, borderless, secure, and fast for online 
gambling powered by the Blockchain technology.  

A Trustless platform: No need to trust the system, everything is written in Smart Contract.  

A Privacy-Protected Platform: No need to share any personal information. What you need is just a wallet.  

An Anonymous Platform: You are hidden from the internet, our platform is only interested in your optimal 
satisfaction while placing your bets online rather than focusing on knowing your name, your favorites and 
so on. All we are interested in is that you place your bet, get the outcome and be rewarded.  

A Reliable Platform: Thanks to Blockchain technology and our decentralized systems, you can play 
whenever you want and cease the worry about corruption or trusting a third party. 

A Secure Platform: Online gambling with SPOK.PARK is secure. This means that no one has prior 
knowledge or access to your online wallet.  
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A Transparent Platform: Everything is transparent, from the time you make your deposit, to the time when 
your game result will be out, you would have it recorded in a way that is immutable and visible to every 
person.  

 

 

Zero Fees Policy 
 In the spirit of TRON Network, SPOK.PARK will cover all the energy costs (fees) of the bets made by all 

players. The coverage of fees will be performed with a best effort policy up to the complete burnout of the 

energy generated by the amount of TRON frozen by the owner of the smart contracts. To continuously 

improve the coverage of the policy, a percentage of the earnings generated by the platform will be frozen 

to produce energy. 

 

 

Referral Program 
SPOK.PARK comes with a unique referral program hard-coded into the smart contract. Simply refer your 

friends to join SPOK.PARK and you will receive 0.2% of all their winnings. Bonuses will be automatically 

transferred through a smart contract to the promoting player’s wallet. 

 

The SPOK.PARK team also introduces next generation technology content to e-gaming platforms with 

higher performance and scalability features. As mentioned above, the TRON network is a new 

technological advancement in Blockchain looking to decentralize the web. With the ability to handle 2000 

Transaction Per Second it provides a stable network with ease of scalability compared to other Mainnets 

providing users with the best user experience. 
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SPOK.PARK Phase 2 Concept 
SPOK.PARK Phase 2 is a visionary idea of an online e-gaming platform where absolutely all the games 

will be hosted and controlled by the users of the platform. The platform is created as a “white label”, so we 

can sell it to other operators. This, in turn, will allow us to share the concept around the world in a short 

time and make it an industry standard. 

Also this platform has an open API (application programming interface). This will make it possible to add 

games created by third-party developers. This way the library of games on the platform can be constantly 

replenished and expanded with minimum time and money invested. 

The basic payment unit for the services provided by the platform is “Captain Kirk” token (CKK) ID:1001363. 

Phase 2 will be also characterized by the availability of following main features on the platform:  

 SPOK.PARK will develop an exchange on the platform so users can freely exchange tokens on the 
platform itself. 
 

 SPOK.PARK will add another layer of income generation in the form of an advertising share on the 
platform providing SPOK token holders with even more earnings. 
 

 SPOK.PARK additional games. 
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04. The SPOK token 
 

Conversely to many crypto e-gaming platforms, requiring users to use a proprietary token only available 

on their platform, SPOK.PARK will use TRX as the major currency on the platform: both wagers and 

related earnings are TRX based.  

Users need just to use, or alternatively set up, a TRON wallet, logon to the SPOK.PARK platform and they 

can immediately enjoy a totally different gaming experience. 

So what’s the role of SPOK Token on the platform? 

SPOK (SPK) ID:1001361 will be anyway the heart of the complete project: everything will rotate around it. 

SPK tokens are TRC10 compliant, which certainly reduces the processing and transaction time required 

for transferring of funds.  

Hereinafter a recap of main benefits deriving by holding SPOK Tokens 

 

Lifetime admission to all Bonus Tournaments on the TRON.SPOK platform. 
The Bonus tournament is easy and real money for free (you don’t need to make any investments).  

The prize fund for all Bonus Tournaments is forming constantly: after finishing each and every game on 

the SPOK.PARK platform, the commission is taken from the winner and 100% of this fee is automatically 

transferred to the Fund. 

To get the status of a lifelong player is simply required to make your contribution to the project. 

Gold and Latinum investors will be eligible for lifetime benefits and for participation in all bonus 

tournaments without fulfilment of any additional conditions. 

You can see the conditions for each status of the investor in the table below. 

TIER Investment@Snapshot Eligible for one time 
bonuses 

Eligible for lifetime 
bonuses 

KIRONIDE 100,000 TRX YES 10% Chance 

THOLIAN SILK 200,000 TRX YES 20% Chance 

GOLD 300,000 TRX YES Manually Qualified 

LATINUM 500,000 TRX or higher YES Auto Qualified 

 
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tholian#Tholian_biology_and_culture
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The right to vote. 
Regularly, we will hold a vote among our users in order to improve the SPOK.PARK platform. You will be 

able to try on the role of the performer of the project’s fate. Your vote will directly affect the future 

functionality of the platform, and you will be able to choose the games other people will play and test their 

luck. 
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Token Distribution  
The total supply of 100,000,000,000 SPOK will be distributed as illustrated below:   

 

 35% Token sale 
 30% Mining  
 20% SPOK Team 
 10% Burning 
 5% Bounties & Airdrop 

 

 
 

 

  

TOKEN SALE
35%

MINING
30%

SPOK TEAM
20%

BURNING
10%

BOUNTY&AIRDROP
5%

SP OK TOKEN DI STRIBUTION
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05. Mining and Platform Dividends  
 

30% SPOK tokens will be mined and distributed to SPOK.PARK Platform Players 

 

Mining at Glance 
SPOK mining will be arranged in 6 different stages : 

 

 During each stage 5,000,000,000 of SPOK will be mined for a total of 30,000,000,000 SPOK; 
 

 Every TRX placed on SPOK.PARK returns SPOK tokens to the players and the opportunity to 
receive dividends; 

 

 In the following table is shown the mined SPOK per each placed TRX: 
 

Mining STAGE Mined SPOK  

per TRX 

STAGE 1 6 

STAGE 2 5 

STAGE 3 4 

STAGE 4 3 

STAGE 5 2 

STAGE 6 1 

 

 

Dividends 
On a regular basis, 80% of the company’s (SPOK.PARK) revenue will be distributed to SPOK token holders.  

 

Dividends are paid out every 24 hours. You can check the countdown timer for the next dividends payout 

on https://spokpark.io on Dividends section. 

 

Dividends distribution is made in TRX among all SPOK token holders who froze their tokens (at least 

1,000,000 SPOK) on SPOK.PARK Platform before the end on the Dividends countdown.  

 

After the Dividends countdown expires, dividends will be distributed automatically and immediately by 

the smart contract. 

  

  

https://spokpark.io/
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06. SPOK Roadmap 
 

20,000,000,000 SPOK in circulation to reach a soft cap target of 2,000,000 TRX (1 SPK = 0.001 TRX). Hard 

Cap is defined at 30,000,000,000. 

The raised funds will be used to develop the Decentralized Online Betting Platform and to set solid 

partnerships. SPOK will be listed on many exchanges from Q2 2019, leaving the price definition to the free 

market. 

Q4 - 2018 

 1,000,000,000 SPOK giveaway for Prizes & Promotions. 
 The initial token sale will start for crowd-funded. 

   

Q1 - 2019 

 White Paper 2.0 Official Release 
 Begin extensive PR & Social Media Campaigns. 
 Complete the initial token sale of 20,000,000,000 SPOK  and achieve a soft cap of 2,000,000 TRX. 
 The raised funds  will be used to develop  the  Decentralized Online Betting Platform and set solid 

partnerships 
 Snapshot for Captain Kirk (CKK) AIRDROP eligibility (28th February) 

Q2 - 2019 

 Official Launch of beta version of Decentralized Online Betting Platform. 
 To reward our loyal SPOK holders, we will do 1 airdrop 5,000,000,000 CaptainKirk (CKK) tokens to 

eligible wallets.   
 SPOK will be listed on at least two exchanges.  
 The price of SPOK will be determined by the users of the exchanges. 

 

Q3 - 2019 

 Official Launch of first release of Decentralized Online Betting Platform. 
 

Q4 - 2019 / Q1 - 2020  

 SPOK.PARK Phase2 
 10,000,000,000 coins will be burnt .  

 

 

About us 
SPOK has been conceptualized by a team of brilliant marketers, advisors, SW engineers, Blockchain 

experts and visionaries. SPOK community comes from a wide range of backgrounds. This combined effort 

is surely destined to unveil the future with a golden rapport in the cryptocurrency market.
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Project Timeline 

Project start 

• Start (Nov 2018)  

Sales & Promotions 
• 1,000,000,000 SPOK giveaway for Prizes & 

Promotions 
• The initial token sale will start for crowd-

funding 

CKK Airdrop & Listing 

• Airdrop 5,000,000,000 CaptainKirk (CKK) 
tokens to eligible wallets. 

• SPOK will be listed on exchanges.  
• The price of SPOK will be determined by 

the users of the exchanges 

Release of 
Official Platform 

Token Sale & Platform 
Development 

• Completion of the initial token sale of 
20,000,000,000 SPOK and achieve a soft cap 
of 2,000,000 TRX. 

• The raised funds  will be used to develop the 
Betting Platform 

• Snapshot for Captain Kirk (CKK) AIRDROP 

Q1 
2019 

Launch of Beta 
 Platform 

Q2 
2019 

Q3 
2019 

Q4 
2019 

SPOK.PARK 
 Phase 2 

SPOK Token 
 Burn 

2019 

Q1 
2020 

2020 

Q4 
2018 


